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ABSTRACT
Self-driving cars is one of the most promising prospects for Machine Learning research. Some of the challenging problems in this field include Speed enhancement of Image processing in detecting lanes, Recognition of Traffic sign boards, Implementation of Vehicle overtaking, adjusting to environmental conditions etc., Canny edge detection along with Hough Transform is a good solution for lane detection. While Nvidia is graphical simulator visualizer available open source. In this paper we discuss about the overall implementation of a self driving car emulator by combining Canny edge detection along with Hough Transform through Nvidia visualizer.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A self-driving car is a vehicle that is capable of visualizing its environment and moving with little or no human intervention. Self-driving cars combine a variety of sensors to compute and perceive their surroundings and act accordingly. Modern high tech control systems interpret sensory information to identify appropriate navigation paths, as well as obstacles and important signboards. But to avoid massive no of sensors, a image processing based approach is undertaken to reduce production cost and enhance the portability of adding self-drive capability to any vehicle.

Self-driving car emulator gives an platform to design and develop such self-driving cars through a software based design and analysis approach. The emulator is designed through python language. The graphical user interface used is the Nvidia graphical simulator, an open source software designed specially for self driving car design and development. Primary task of the emulator is to capture a set of three images through the front mounted camera, in our software environment we record the video of the road by manually driving the car in the Nvidia simulator, later the set of images are processed in a series of steps to detect the lanes and later use python Inbult libraries like socketio and flask to program the simulator to automate the car. Based on the processed image, corresponding steering angle and other attributes are altered. The image processing is done by Keras and Tensorflow , powerful image processing and deep neural networks supported modules in python.

II. RELATED WORK
Through research of a bunch of IEEE papers and a few other articles makes it evident that Self driving car system has a great potential in automotive industry research.
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III. PROPOSED WORK

3.1 Finding Lanes

To determine the lanes, the image is proposed in a series of steps. First, the image is converted into a gray image and enhanced by Gaussian blurring using OpenCV library in Python IDE.

Fig 1, Flowchart for lane detection

Then the image is converted to a canny image using an inbuilt Python function and then masked to a certain region (region of interest), so that processing becomes easy.

Fig 2, Gray scale image

Fig 3, Canny image
Using Hough Transform we determine the gradient change corresponding to the straight line and drawing a line over the image.

![Lane detected image](image)

**Fig 4, Lane detected image**

The same process is carried out for each frame of the video to obtain continuous lane detection. The curves and turns are determined by Perceptron-based Neural Network using Tensorflow (neural network processing library in python.)

### 3.2 Training Model

The main objective of the project was to train a Deep Network to mimic the human steering behavior while driving, thus being able to drive autonomously on a simulator. To this purpose, the network takes the frame of the frontal camera (say, a roof-mounted camera) as input and predicts the steering direction at each point of time or instant.

![GUI based on Nvidia’s self-driving program](image)

**Fig 5, GUI based on Nvidia’s self-driving program**

### 3.3 The Dataset

Data for this process can be gathered with the Udacity simulator itself. Indeed, when the simulator is set to training mode, the car is controlled manually by the human through the keyboard, and frames and steering directions are stored to disk.

The training set consists of large number of samples. For each sample, two main information are provided:

- three frames from the front, left and right angles from camera respectively
- The corresponding steering angle.
3.4 Visualizing training data

We have three frames from different cameras as well as the associated steering direction.

![Training steering angle](image1.png)

**Fig 6, Training steering angle**

Each and every frame is preprocessed by cropping the upper and lower part of the frame in this way we remove information that is probably useless for the task of predicting the steering direction.

As we see, each frame is associated to a certain steering angle. The data sets are processed by keras modules and networked by the fit generator.

![Steering angle v/s Frames](image2.png)

**Fig 7, Steering angle v/s Frames**

![Simulator Result](image3.png)

**Fig 8, Simulator Result**
VI. CONCLUSION

The technique of combining canny edge detection and Hough transform for lane detection has been used effectively to detect the lanes in various lane-lines condition. This lane detection method along with python codes has been executed through Nvidia Nanometer visualizer for driving a car in autonomous mode.
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